Data files containing fin whale call detections and call characteristics are available at <https://github.com/michellejw/fin-call-patterns/tree/master/DETECTION_DATA>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Large whales, particularly those that spend most of their lives well offshore and range widely throughout ocean basins, can be extremely difficult to study. Many baleen whale species, including fin whales (*Balaenoptera physalus*) are currently listed as *endangered* under the United States Endangered Species Act \[[@pone.0186127.ref001]\] and the IUCN Red List \[[@pone.0186127.ref002]\]; therefore understanding the population structure of these species is of particular importance for management and recovery efforts. Passive acoustic data have been used to successfully determine regions and seasons where different species of large whales occur, which has provided important information on the offshore distribution of endangered whales \[[@pone.0186127.ref003]--[@pone.0186127.ref005]\]. Passive acoustic data also hold the promise of identifying different populations of large whales based on stable acoustic signatures. For instance, the clear geographic variation in blue whale (*B*. *musculus*) songs has led some authors to propose that there are "acoustic populations" of blue whales and the signatures of each have been used to examine the population identity and geographic range of blue whales in all oceans \[[@pone.0186127.ref004]--[@pone.0186127.ref012]\].

Like blue whales, fin whales produce relatively simple, repeated signals that have appeared to be relatively invariant over time. The "20 Hz pulse" is the most commonly observed vocalization produced by fin whales and has been recorded throughout the world's oceans \[[@pone.0186127.ref013]--[@pone.0186127.ref019]\]. The pulses are \~1-s-long and arranged into stereotyped sequences that can last for several hours \[[@pone.0186127.ref013]\]. Each is a downswept chirp \[[@pone.0186127.ref013]\] with a frequency range that, in the Pacific, can vary from \~40--25 Hz to \~20--15 Hz \[[@pone.0186127.ref018],[@pone.0186127.ref020]\]. The interval between calls (inter-pulse interval, or IPI) is typically between 15--25 seconds with longer pauses of a few minutes that have been hypothesized to be surface intervals. The long series of 20 Hz calls are produced seasonally, usually from late fall until early spring \[[@pone.0186127.ref003],[@pone.0186127.ref013],[@pone.0186127.ref020]--[@pone.0186127.ref024]\]. The precise behavioral function of these calls is not known, although to date only male fin whales have been observed to produce these sounds, and their seasonality has been matched to the seasonality of fin whale reproduction; therefore it has been widely assumed that these long bouts have a reproductive function \[[@pone.0186127.ref025]\]. Because of this association with a reproductive display, and based on the repeated pattern of 20 Hz calls, the long series of these calls have been called "song" \[[@pone.0186127.ref009],[@pone.0186127.ref011],[@pone.0186127.ref023]\]. In the literature that describes song behavior in animals, the term "note" is used preferentially in the place of "call" due to the difference in behavioral context between the two terms, so we adopt "note" for the 20-Hz pulses that compose song from this point forward \[[@pone.0186127.ref026]\]. Where 20-Hz pulses are in irregular patterns, not song, they are referred to as "calls".

There is evidence that some baleen whale species have song patterns that are related to specific geographic regions. Male humpback whales (*Megaptera novaeangliae*) from the same population sing the same song in the same year, and while that song changes during the season all males adopt the changes \[[@pone.0186127.ref027]\]. Song also changes from year to year, with striking changes observed over several years \[[@pone.0186127.ref028],[@pone.0186127.ref029]\]. Blue, Bryde's (*B*. *edeni)*, and minke (*B*. *acutorostrata*) whales also show evidence for geographic differences in song type but unlike humpback whales, their songs appear to be much simpler and are conserved over time in a given location \[[@pone.0186127.ref004],[@pone.0186127.ref030]--[@pone.0186127.ref032]\]. Over time, the fundamental frequencies of some song notes of blue whales have decreased in frequency \[[@pone.0186127.ref033],[@pone.0186127.ref034]\]. In some instances, this decrease appears to be quasi-continuous, whereas in others there is evidence of an annual "reset" in the fundamental frequency \[[@pone.0186127.ref034]\].

A number of studies have suggested that fin whale songs can be geographically distinct. The IPI of fin whales has been shown to vary in the Mediterranean Sea, and the North Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans \[[@pone.0186127.ref016],[@pone.0186127.ref020],[@pone.0186127.ref025],[@pone.0186127.ref035]--[@pone.0186127.ref037]\]. In some regions, fin whales produce a higher frequency pulse associated with the 20 Hz note, and the frequency of that pulse has also been used to suggest geographic variation in fin whales around the Antarctic \[[@pone.0186127.ref038],[@pone.0186127.ref039]\]. Additionally, song series may be composed of both a single pulse type or of two to three pulse types \[[@pone.0186127.ref020],[@pone.0186127.ref040]--[@pone.0186127.ref042]\]. Because fin whales have been documented to change both the song note used and the IPI intra-annually \[[@pone.0186127.ref041],[@pone.0186127.ref043]\], this study focuses on winter months (November through March) when songs are the predominant signals produced by this species \[[@pone.0186127.ref003],[@pone.0186127.ref013],[@pone.0186127.ref020],[@pone.0186127.ref021]\]. Here we present 10 years of data from a single area in the NE Pacific Ocean and contemporaneous data from nearby locations to examine the IPI and frequency characteristics of fin whale song notes to determine how robust IPI and call characteristics are over a relatively long time scale and whether there is local geographic variation in these characteristics.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Ethics statement {#sec003}
----------------

This study is based on passive recordings by ocean bottom seismometers and hydrophones deployed in the Northeast Pacific Ocean. The Keck Endeavour Seismic Network was deployed within the Canadian Endeavour Hydrothermal Vents Marine Protected Area (<http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/oceans/mpa-zpm/endeavour-eng.html>) and permission for this work was obtained as part of the US Department of State obtaining authorization for this US research effort in Canadian waters. The NEPTUNE Canada cabled observatory was deployed by Ocean Networks Canada (<http://www.oceannetworks.ca/observatories/pacific#northeast>) who obtained all the necessary permits for its deployment and operation. All the other data were collected with temporary deployments of seafloor instruments in deep-water locations where no permits were required.

Fin whales are classified as endangered species. Opportunistic passive recordings of their vocalizations by seafloor instruments that were deployed to monitor earthquakes in waters of with depths of 1.5 km to 4 km do not interfere with their activities.

Data {#sec004}
----

Data from ocean bottom hydrophones and seismometers deployed for five experiments were used in the analysis for this project. The locations of the instruments are listed in [Table 1](#pone.0186127.t001){ref-type="table"} and shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0186127.g001){ref-type="fig"}, along with the corresponding dataset timeline. With the exception of one instrument on Ocean Networks Canada cabled array, all the data were collected by autonomous instruments with individual deployments that extended from one summer to the next. Prior work has shown that seafloor recorders in the northeast Pacific will record fin whales with good signal to noise to a range of about 20 km \[[@pone.0186127.ref018],[@pone.0186127.ref044]\], so each instrument samples fin whales vocalizing in a relatively small area.

![Regional map of the northeast Pacific Ocean showing locations of all instruments used in this study, along with a timeline indicating when they were deployed.\
At the scale of this map, KENE and KEMF are effectively co-located, but KENE is displayed slightly offset to the north for clarity (AX, Axial; CI, Cascadia Initiative; CZ, COLZA).](pone.0186127.g001){#pone.0186127.g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0186127.t001

###### Instrument locations and recording times.

![](pone.0186127.t001){#pone.0186127.t001g}

  Experiment   Station   Sensor   Start Year   End Year   Latitude   Longitude   Depth, m   Sample Rate, Hz
  ------------ --------- -------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- -----------------
  NeMO         Axial     H        2006         2013       45.96°N    130.01°W    1550       100
  KE           KENE      S        2003         2006       47.97°N    129.06°W    2330       128
  ONC          KEMF      S        2011         2013       47.95°N    129.10°W    2205       100
  COLZA        OBS01     S        2007         2009       44.58°N    125.56°W    2880       100
  CI           J63A      S        2011         2012       48.21°N    130.00°W    2880       50
  J23A         S         2011     2012         44.84°N    129.68°W   2660        50         
  J06A         S         2011     2012         43.25°N    128.80°W   3220        50         
  G30A         S         2011     2012         41.96°N    128.32°W   3120        50         
  G03A         S         2011     2012         40.06°N    126.16°W   4110        50         

NeMO, New Millenium Observatory; KE, Keck Endeavour; ONC, Ocean Networks Canada; COLZA, Central Oregon Locked Zone Array; CI, Cascadia Initiative; H, Hydrophone; S, Seismometer.

The longest continuous time series is from an ocean bottom hydrophone (OBH) located at Axial Seamount near 46°N, 130°W in a water depth of 1550 m as part of the NOAA Pacific Marine and Environmental Laboratory's New Millennium Observatory (NeMO) experiment. We used data collected on the Axial instrument over a duration of 7 years, from 2006--2013, recorded at a sample rate of 100 Hz. This dataset was used to examine long time-scale variation in fin whale calling behavior at a single location.

The other instruments used in the study were all ocean bottom seismometers (OBS), which are designed to measure ground velocity caused by earthquakes. These instruments have three seismometer channels: one vertical and two horizontal. They also often include a pressure sensor as a fourth channel but for all the data used in this study, the fourth channel is a differential pressure gauge \[[@pone.0186127.ref045]\] which is not sensitive to signals above \~10 Hz and thus not useful for studying fin whales. Only the vertical seismometer channel was used in this analysis because it is the most reliable seismometer channel to analyze for signals propagating through the water column. These instruments were used to extend the time series to 10 years and to search for geographic variations between different sites in the same year.

Data from two experiments on at the Endeavour segment of the Juan de Fuca Ridge, near 48°N, 129°W at a water depth of \~2250 m, were used in this study. The KENE instrument was deployed between 2003--2006 as part of an 8-station seismic experiment \[[@pone.0186127.ref046]\] and sampled at 128 Hz. The KEMF instrument is part of the Ocean Networks Canada Neptune cabled observatory and is located approximately 4 km to the southwest of the KENE instrument site. The sample rate was 100 Hz and we used data from 2010--2012.

We also analyzed data from a single instrument at the base of the Oregon continental slope that was deployed as part of the Central Oregon Locked Zone Array (COLZA) experiment \[[@pone.0186127.ref047]\]. This instrument was deployed from 2007--2009 and recorded at a sample rate of 100 Hz.

Finally, we used a subset of five OBSs from the Cascadia Initiative (CI) experiment, which is large seismic and geodetic experiment that was deployed from 2011--2015 \[[@pone.0186127.ref048]\]. We selected instruments deployed from 2011--2012 along the western periphery of the array, extending from 40°N to 48°N ([Table 1](#pone.0186127.t001){ref-type="table"}). This allowed us to monitor the temporal patterns of calls over a north-south geographic span of nearly 1000 km during a time period contemporaneous with one year of the Axial dataset. The instrument depths varied from 2660 m to 4110 m and the sample rate was 50 Hz for all instruments.

Automatic detection of calls {#sec005}
----------------------------

Prior work on fin whale signals in the northeast Pacific \[[@pone.0186127.ref018],[@pone.0186127.ref041],[@pone.0186127.ref049],[@pone.0186127.ref050]\], and our visual inspection of samples of the data, found three patterns ([Fig 2](#pone.0186127.g002){ref-type="fig"}): repeated sequences with a single IPI (singlet song), repeated sequences with two alternating IPIs (doublet song), and irregular sequences with variable IPIs. The singlet and doublet sequences have notes with frequencies in the 15--35 Hz band with the highest-amplitude portion of all notes below 30 Hz. Irregular sequences have been attributed to groups of transiting whales \[[@pone.0186127.ref018],[@pone.0186127.ref050]\] and can include calls that extend up to about 40 Hz. Since our goal was the analysis of fin whale song, we optimized our detection for singlets and doublets.

![Spectrograms from the Axial instrument showing examples of the two primary song sequences observed.\
(A) Sequence with one primary frequency and a single IPI (singlet song). (B) Sequence with alternating notes, with two frequencies and two dominant IPIs (doublet song). There is also an earthquake in this record.](pone.0186127.g002){#pone.0186127.g002}

Fin whale calls were automatically detected in the time domain using a matched filter \[[@pone.0186127.ref051]\]. The template note ([Fig 3](#pone.0186127.g003){ref-type="fig"}) consisted of a linear chirp decreasing from 30 to 15 Hz over a duration of 2.25 s and was designed to span the observed range of frequencies of the high-amplitude portion of fin whales notes in song sequences and to match the observed rate at which notes sweep down in frequency. Prior to cross-correlating the records with the template, a 14--35 Hz bandpass filter was applied to records with a sample rate of ≥100 Hz and a 14 Hz high-pass filter to records with a sample rate of 50 Hz.

![Call template used for detection with a matched filter and examples of two synthetic notes aligned with the filter.\
The template lasts 2.3 seconds and matches the full range of frequencies seen in all notes. Notes with different frequencies will align differently with the template so after detecting a note with the matched filter, its time is set to that of the maximum amplitude of the note.](pone.0186127.g003){#pone.0186127.g003}

Acoustic data were cross-correlated with the template in 30-min segments and a noise level for the cross-correlation was set to its 90th percentile. All peaks in the cross-correlation that were at least 12 dB above the noise level (i.e., a signal to noise ratio of ≥4) were selected to create a preliminary set of detections. The time at which the template aligned with a note in the cross-correlation is dependent on the note frequency ([Fig 3](#pone.0186127.g003){ref-type="fig"}); low frequency notes will align earlier in the cross-correlation. To remove this frequency dependent bias, we computed the envelope function of the filtered record using the Hilbert Transform \[[@pone.0186127.ref052]\] and then adjusted detection times by up to ±0.5 s so that they matched a peak in the envelope function.

Earthquakes often triggered the detector but were recognizable because they had energy in frequencies below the fin whale band. To eliminate earthquakes, we examined the power spectrum of a 1-s window centered on each detection and eliminated a detection if the average spectral power was higher in the 7--14 Hz band than the 14--35 Hz band. The detector also often picked multipath reflections of a note that resulted from water column reverberations. To remove these, we required that all detections were at least 5 s apart for the shallowest instrument on Axial Seamount and 10 s apart for other stations. We did this by first selecting the highest amplitude detection in a segment and then removing all detections that occurred at less than the minimum allowed time spacing of the selected detection. We then iteratively selected the next highest amplitude detection and removed any detections too close to it, until all detections were either selected or removed. This yielded our final dataset of fin whale note times.

To obtain note frequencies, a spectrogram was computed for each 30-minute segment of the input time series (the FFT used a 1-s Hann window with 90% overlap). The note frequency *F*~*n*~ was estimated for each note using the weighted mean of a subset of the spectrogram within ± 0.5 seconds of the call detection time, and within 15--35 Hz bandwidth of notes in song sequences. This estimate can be expressed analytically as: $$F_{n} = \frac{\int_{T - 0.5}^{T + 0.5}{\int_{15}^{35}{A\left( {f,t} \right)f\ df\ dt}}}{\int_{T - 0.5}^{T + 0.5}{\int_{15}^{35}{A\left( {f,t} \right)\ df\ dt}}}$$ where *T* is the note time in seconds and *A* is the spectrogram as a function of frequency *f* and time *t* in seconds and Hertz, respectively.

For notes measured from the Cascadia Initiative instruments, the 50 Hz sampling rate limited the upper frequency of observations to 23.5 Hz (the cutoff frequency of the anti-alias filter). Higher frequency notes were detected because they contain significant energy below 23.5 Hz, but the frequency estimates are skewed too low since the full note bandwidth was not used in the weighted frequency estimation. We therefore did not analyze note frequency for these instruments.

Computing note statistics {#sec006}
-------------------------

We calculated the IPI as the time difference between successive detections and assigned the IPI to the note at the end of the IPI ([Fig 4](#pone.0186127.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We discarded all IPIs \>40 s and kept only those IPIs that were part of a sequence of at least 20 IPIs with no gaps in singing longer than 20 minutes.

![Illustration showing the relationship between calls and IPI.\
Axes indicate frequency and time, so this schematic is analogous to a spectrogram representation. The green, purple and gray symbols indicate fin whale notes. A-type notes have a lower frequency than B-type notes. The IPI of a given note is the time between that note and the immediately preceding note, irrespective of note type.](pone.0186127.g004){#pone.0186127.g004}

To visualize the relationship between frequency and IPI, we computed a two-dimensional histogram for each month in each singing season (i.e., November--March) and for each full singing season. IPI was binned from 5 s to 40 s in increments of 1 s. Frequency was binned from 15 Hz to 26 Hz in increments of 0.4 Hz. The focus of our analysis was on overall song patterns rather than on absolute number of notes in a given month. To normalize for the large degree of variation in total notes among different months, we scaled note counts to reflect the proportion of notes, as a percentage, relative to the total detections within that month. Peaks in the two-dimensional histogram indicate distinct note-type patterns in frequency-IPI space. To allow for further quantitative analysis, we extracted the coordinates and corresponding counts for each peak by finding local maxima using SciPy's image processing maximum filter tool \[[@pone.0186127.ref053]\]. If a peak had an amplitude normalized to the number of calls in the histogram that exceeded 2% per 1-s 1-Hz area of the frequency-IPI plot, the peak was retained for further analysis (if one peak of the doublet sequence met this threshold both peaks were retained).

Verification {#sec007}
------------

Our method and the controlling parameters for note detection were selected based on a careful inspection of many notes and song sequences, but it is important to evaluate how well our automated method worked. To do this we selected a subset of 50 songs from instruments with sample rates ≥100 Hz that were distributed throughout our 10-year dataset and throughout the singing season. Each selected song lasted at least an hour and we analyzed just the first hour. We compared the automatic detections with manual detections made from spectrograms of unfiltered data, and identified both false and missed detections. We then filtered the records for the 50 songs with a 14--23.5 Hz bandpass filter to simulate the upper frequency content of Cascadia Initiative data, repeated the automated detection analysis, and determined how many additional detections were missed.

The results of the method verification are presented in [Table 2](#pone.0186127.t002){ref-type="table"}. For singlet and doublet songs, about 4--5% of the notes were missed by the automatic detector. This is a result of songs in which some lower amplitude notes fell below the 12-dB detection threshold. The percentage of missed detections can be reduced substantially by selecting only those songs in which the average detection amplitude is well above 12 dB but we chose not to do this because this reduced the size of the IPI dataset and the missed detections did not affect our results for the frequency and IPI characteristics of fin whale songs. We found no examples of notes in regular sequences that were missed because they fell outside the bandwidth of the detector or that were misclassified as earthquakes. Overall, the false detection rate was about 1.4% and was the result of both earthquakes with substantial high frequency energy, and unidentified noise events. The earthquake and fin whale discriminator could be improved by adjusting the threshold for the spectral test and looking at parameters such as spectral bandwidth but we chose not to do this because randomly located false detections did not impact our results. Our verification showed that the use of the CI data with a 50-Hz sample rate does not significantly affect the detection of calls in singlet and doublet songs.

10.1371/journal.pone.0186127.t002

###### Results of the method verification.

![](pone.0186127.t002){#pone.0186127.t002g}

                                         Sequence Type   All Sequences                          
  -------------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ------ -------- ------ --------
  **Manual**                                                                                    
  Detections                             1335                            1404            2739    
                                                                                                 
  **Automated**                                                                                 
  Detections                             1290                            1357            2647    
  Missed                                 59              (4.4%)          72     (5.1%)   131    (4.8%)
  False                                  14              (0.4%)          25     (1.8%)   39     (1.5%)
      Earthquake                         10                              23              33      
      Noise                              4                               2               6       
                                                                                                 
  **Automated 23.5 Hz Lowpass Filter**                                                          
  Additional Missed                      0               (0.0%)          3      (0.2%)   3      (0.1%)

The table shows the number of note detections in different categories for manual and automated analysis of 50 1-hour song sequences distributed throughout the 10 years of data. Percentages of missed automated calls are relative to the number of manual detections and percentages of false detections are relative to the number of automated detections.

We also compared the times of detections obtained with the automated methods for 14--35 Hz and 14--23.5 Hz bandpass filters and a manual identification of peak amplitude on a spectrogram. We looked at over 100 calls distributed through our test dataset and found the times were always consistent within 0.1 s.

Results {#sec008}
=======

Song and note types {#sec009}
-------------------

Over 1.8 million notes from more than 8,000 song sequences recorded at 8 sites in the northeast Pacific Ocean were used to examine singing patterns in fin whales from 2003--2013. Two patterns were recorded most frequently at all instruments and can be best described as consisting of combinations of two distinct notes. For simplicity, the two pattern types are hereafter referred to as singlet (IPI \> 22 s) and doublet songs (IPI \< = 22 s), and the note types are referred to as A (\< 22 Hz) and B (\> = 22 Hz). Examples of the two song types are shown in [Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0186127.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Singlet songs consisted of a single, repeated A note with a fixed IPI and frequency ([Fig 2A](#pone.0186127.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Doublet songs had two primary notes, alternating between a low frequency, high IPI, A note, and a higher frequency, low IPI, B note ([Fig 2B](#pone.0186127.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Singlet songs were more common in earlier years of the study, with a gradual transition to doublet songs over the decade of recording. From 2003--2009, although singlet songs were more common, doublet songs also occurred in the same months and years. The introduction of the higher-frequency notes would effectively reduce the IPIs of the original sequence. In this transitory period, note type A remained consistent while being "interrupted" by note type B. Since note type B did not interrupt at exactly halfway between two A-notes, it resulted in a bi-modal distribution of IPIs.

Decadal trends {#sec010}
--------------

### Axial {#sec011}

At the Axial site, there was a clear inter-annual transition from singlet songs to doublet songs ([Fig 5](#pone.0186127.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The two-dimensional histograms for each month and year at the Axial site illustrate the predominance of singlet songs in 2006--2009 and the change over time to doublet songs ([Fig 5](#pone.0186127.g005){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig 6](#pone.0186127.g006){ref-type="fig"} provides an illustration to demonstrate how the frequency and IPI viewed on the two-dimensional histograms can be interpreted and related back to the singlet and doublet song sequences shown in [Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0186127.g002){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. In earlier years (2006--2009), the dominant note had an IPI of 25--30 seconds and frequency around 18 Hz ([Fig 5](#pone.0186127.g005){ref-type="fig"}). This can be observed in the histograms as a single bright peak (e.g., January 2007) that represents note A of a singlet song ([Fig 6](#pone.0186127.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Gradually two additional peaks appear in the histogram with IPIs between 10 and 15 s, one with a frequency of \~18 Hz and one with a frequency of \~23 Hz ([Fig 5](#pone.0186127.g005){ref-type="fig"}). These are the A and B notes of the doublet song ([Fig 6](#pone.0186127.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This song was observed early in November 2007 and November 2008 and throughout the season starting in 2009--2010 and progressively became more prominent, although singlet songs continued to be observed at high levels until 2012--2013 when they essentially disappeared [Fig 5](#pone.0186127.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In the doublet song, A notes were often lower in amplitude than B notes ([Fig 2B](#pone.0186127.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and were occasionally not detected. This resulted in the weak artifact peaks ([Fig 6](#pone.0186127.g006){ref-type="fig"}) seen in the upper right quadrant of some months (e.g., March 2011).

![Monthly two-dimensional histograms of IPI and frequency for the Axial OBH from 2006--2013.\
Frequency is plotted along the x-axis and inter-pulse interval (IPI) along the y-axis. Colors correspond to density of calls in 1-s 1-Hz areas of the plot as a percentage of the total calls in the month (white labels).](pone.0186127.g005){#pone.0186127.g005}

![Illustration showing the relationship between peaks in two-dimensional frequency-IPI histograms and the singlet and doublet songs.\
Following [Fig 5](#pone.0186127.g005){ref-type="fig"}, frequency is plotted along the x-axis and inter-pulse interval along the y-axis. A-note singlet songs, with higher IPI and lower frequency appear in the upper left. A notes from doublet songs have a similar frequency but appear in the lower left. B notes from doublet songs appear in the lower right. The peak that is sometimes observed in the upper right is an artifact and it occurs when lower amplitude A notes that are part of A/B doublet songs are not detected.](pone.0186127.g006){#pone.0186127.g006}

### Additional recorders {#sec012}

The Axial dataset covered seven years (2006--2013), and data from nearby KENE (200 km to the NNE of Axial) were available from 2003--2006. Inclusion of these data extended temporal coverage to a full decade. To justify the use of these additional data, we looked at data from KEMF, which was located 14 km from KENE, but had temporal overlap with Axial data (2011--2013). The song data from KEMF showed the same characteristics in both frequency and IPI as the Axial data ([Fig 7](#pone.0186127.g007){ref-type="fig"}), thus we believe combining KENE and Axial for a full decadal analysis was justified.

![Frequency and IPI characteristics from three instruments plotted as a function of year from 2003--2013.\
(A) IPI for the singlet song, (B) frequency for the singlet song, (C) IPI for the doublet song, and (D) frequency for the doublet song. Results are colored by station (Axial, blue; KENE, purple; KEMF, orange), and note type is indicated by shape (Note type A, triangles; note type B, squares). Dashed lines show least-squares straight line fits to the data which are labelled with the slope when it is significantly different from zero. In (A) gray circles show the inter-note interval (i.e., sum of the IPI for the two doublet notes). X-axis year labels correspond to the start of the year and results for a calling season (November-March) are plotted at the start of January in that season (i.e., the point at 2010 corresponds to the 2009--2010 calling season).](pone.0186127.g007){#pone.0186127.g007}

Both monthly IPI and frequency changed over time from 2003--2013 ([Fig 7](#pone.0186127.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Only singlet songs consisting of A notes were recorded at the start of the decade. The introduction of note B and doublet songs began at very low levels as early as 2005--2006, became well-established early in 2008--2009, and became prominent from that point onward. The IPI of A-note singlet songs increased significantly, at a rate of 0.54 s/year (the coefficient of determination for the straight-line fit, R^2^ = 0.96; and the probability that the slope is not significantly different from zero as determined by a t statistic, p \< 0.001) over the decade of observation ([Fig 7A](#pone.0186127.g007){ref-type="fig"}). The frequency of the same subset of sequences decreased significantly by 0.17 Hz/year (R^2^ = 0.86, p = 1.1 x 10^−4^) over the decade ([Fig 7B](#pone.0186127.g007){ref-type="fig"}). We also looked at the trends in doublet songs, although restricted our analysis to 2007--2008 and onwards, since that was when the doublet songs occurred most consistently. Within that subset, we observed statistically significant increases in IPI for both the doublet A and B notes. IPI of doublet A notes increased at a rate of 0.73 s/year (R^2^ = 0.91, p = 0.001) and doublet B notes increased at a rate of 0.86 s/year (R^2^ = 0.90, p = 0.001). Frequencies of the doublet song notes did not show any significant change over the same time period. When doublet songs first appear as a prominent feature in 2008--2009, the sum of the inter-note interval for doublet matches the IPI for the singlet ([Fig 7A](#pone.0186127.g007){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the doublet result from consistent interruptions of the singlet song IPIs. However, in later years the inter-note interval for the doublet song exceeds that of the singlet song ([Fig 7A](#pone.0186127.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

To get a sense of the uncertainties in the frequency and IPI associated with each data point in [Fig 7](#pone.0186127.g007){ref-type="fig"}, we measured the widths of the peaks in the frequency-IPI histogram in the frequency and IPI direction, respectively, at half of their maximum amplitude. We assumed that the underlying distributions were Gaussian, so the full width at half amplitude can be divided by 2.36 to obtain an estimate of the standard deviation of the data. This yields standard deviations for IPI between 0.7 s and 2.5 s and for frequency between 0.4 and 0.7 Hz. Since each histogram is based on several hundred sequences, we infer that the standard error for each data point is much smaller, and thus that the uncertainty in IPI and frequency is half the discretization interval in the histogram (i.e., 0.5 s for IPI and 0.2 Hz for frequency).

Seasonal and inter-annual trends {#sec013}
--------------------------------

In addition to the decadal trends described in the previous section, within-year patterns in IPI were also observed. Between 2003--2004 and 2010--2011, there was a within-year increase in IPI by month, followed by a reset to a shorter IPI (that was nevertheless greater than that of the same month the year prior) at the start of the following calling season ([Fig 8A](#pone.0186127.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The pattern became less clear as doublet song types first appeared in 2007--2008, and by 2011--2012, the monthly increase in IPI was no longer clearly observed. In contrast to the singlet songs, there is no clear seasonal change in the IPI for the doublet song ([Fig 8B](#pone.0186127.g008){ref-type="fig"}).

![Monthly IPI peaks from KENE and Axial.\
Results for (A) Singlet songs and (B) doublet songs illustrate the variations in IPI within years and from year to year. Colors indicate month from November to March, A notes are indicated by triangles, and B notes are indicated by squares.](pone.0186127.g008){#pone.0186127.g008}

Geographic trends {#sec014}
-----------------

The decadal trend in IPI and frequency of notes in both singlet and doublet songs is clear at Axial and the Endeavour segment locations (KENE/KEMF). Because we had access to data from locations to the east and south of the Axial/Endeavour region, but from fewer years, we wanted to examine if the annual patterns in song type occurrence and IPI were robust over a greater geographic range by including analysis from CI and COLZA experiment sites ([Fig 1](#pone.0186127.g001){ref-type="fig"}). As the CI OBSs only had an upper limit on bandwidth of \~23.5 Hz, and our estimates of frequency could be biased low (as described in the methods), we chose to focus only on the IPI values for the geographic analysis of the CI data. Other studies that have examined small-scale geographic variation in fin whales have relied on IPI alone to establish population identity (\[[@pone.0186127.ref016],[@pone.0186127.ref035]\], but see \[[@pone.0186127.ref038]\], and \[[@pone.0186127.ref036]\] for the use of frequency components for geographic distinction).

IPIs for each location were extracted from two-dimensional histograms and were computed over the entire 2011--2012 calling season for singlet A notes, doublet A notes, and doublet B notes ([Fig 9](#pone.0186127.g009){ref-type="fig"}). Although we did not observe a significant geographic trend in the IPI of doublet songs, there appeared to be two distinct groupings of singlet A song IPIs. At the southern two stations (latitudes ≤42°N) a singlet song with an IPI of 33 s was observed. At all but the most southern station (latitudes ≥42°N), a singlet song with an IPI of 28 s was observed. Both singlet songs are present at CI station G30A. A two-tailed t-test showed a statistically significant difference in the IPI between the higher and lower IPI singlet songs (p\<0.001). There was also a north to south decrease in the proportion of singlet songs ([Fig 9](#pone.0186127.g009){ref-type="fig"}) with about twice the proportion of singlet calls at the northern two stations than the southern station.

![Annual IPIs as a function of latitude recording during the 2011/2012 calling season.\
Singlet A-notes are indicated by circles, doublet A-notes are indicated by triangles, doublet B-notes are indicated by squares, and the doublet inter-note interval by asterisks. Colors correspond to station and labels indicate the fraction of notes that belong to singlet sequences.](pone.0186127.g009){#pone.0186127.g009}

A similar analysis was carried out for the 2007--2008 and 2008--2009 data for the Axial and COLZA instruments. The COLZA instrument was located approximately 350 km to the east of Axial, just west of the foot of the continental slope ([Fig 1](#pone.0186127.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Both the COLZA and Axial instruments sampled data at rates that allowed for the analysis of both frequency and IPI. Singlet songs dominated both Axial and COLZA instruments, although some doublets were observed in both years ([Fig 10](#pone.0186127.g010){ref-type="fig"}). During the 2007--2008 calling season, fewer than 5% of songs were doublets, and these smaller peaks in the two-dimensional monthly histograms were not reliably detected by the automatic algorithm, so are not included in the analysis. By 2008--2009, doublet songs made up \~24% of all recorded songs at COLZA, and \~16% of all recorded songs at Axial. Both the IPI and frequency of the singlet and doublet calls are statistically indistinguishable from one another at this site.

![Annual means of frequency and IPI values at the COLZA and Axial sites for the 2007--2008 and 2008--2009 calling seasons.\
Station is indicated by color. Doublet A-notes are indicated by triangles, doublet B-notes are indicated by squares, and singlet A-notes are indicated by circles. Symbols have been offset horizontally from one another so that they all display.](pone.0186127.g010){#pone.0186127.g010}

Discussion {#sec015}
==========

It is clear, from this work and other recent work on fin whale acoustics \[[@pone.0186127.ref041],[@pone.0186127.ref043],[@pone.0186127.ref037]\], that fin whale sound production is more complicated than previously thought. Our work adds further support for intra-annual changes observed in inter-pulse interval \[[@pone.0186127.ref041]\]. In the northeast Pacific, IPI increased over the course of each month from November through March, but then partially reset to the previous year's value at the start of the following year. Over a decade however, the IPI for all song types increased significantly inter-annually such that from the 2003--2004 to 2011--2012 calling seasons, the IPI of singlet songs increased from 24.5 to 29.0 s. Over the same time period, the peak frequency decreased significantly from 19.8 Hz to 18.3 Hz. Further, over the ten-year span from the 2003--2004 to 2012--2013 calling season, an additional note type was introduced and became more prominent. The two note types then alternated in a doublet pattern resulting in a distinctly different song. By the 2012--2013 calling season, the doublet song was the only song present at significant levels.

A similar pattern of an annual change in frequency with a partial reset and overall decadal decrease in frequency has been documented in Antarctic blue whales recorded off Australia \[[@pone.0186127.ref034],[@pone.0186127.ref054]\]. A decrease in frequency in numerous blue whale populations over time has also been noted. McDonald et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref033]\] explored a number of potential factors to explain the observed decline in tonal frequencies, and hypothesized that increasing population size or increases in ambient noise were possible explanations for decreasing frequencies. Garilov et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref054]\] suggested that the underlying explanation for the shift is likely more complex than an increase in animal density and hypothesized that the inter-annual shifts might be related to changes in calling depth. Other marine mammal species have shown evidence of long term shifts in call frequency that have been attributed to anthropogenic noise, although these tend to be associated with an increase in frequency, rather than a decrease such as we observed. For example, Parks et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref055],[@pone.0186127.ref056]\] observed a long-term increase in right whale calling frequency under high noise conditions. Foote et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref057]\] describe a terrestrial analog, whereby birds were observed to sing at higher pitch in the presence of urban noise. To date, decreases in call frequency have not typically been attributed to increasing environmental noise. Further, recent long-term studies of ambient noise in the northeast Pacific Ocean have documented both increases and decreases in ambient noise due to shipping over the time period covered by this study \[[@pone.0186127.ref033],[@pone.0186127.ref058],[@pone.0186127.ref059]\].

A recent study of fin whale calls recorded between 2000 and 2006 found within-year increases in IPI from October to February in three regions: southern California, Hawaii, and the southeast Bering Sea \[[@pone.0186127.ref041]\]. Like our study, at least for the southern California region, there was an annual reset from the maximum IPI in February (in our dataset, March) to a minimum in October. That study had 3 consecutive years of data from southern California but did not find any inter-annual trends. The data from Hawaii are intriguing in that for the month of December the median IPI increased from 2000 to 2005 (although only the December median IPIs are reported for the later calling season). The Bering Sea location, however, did not show a corresponding increase over the same time period. Koot \[[@pone.0186127.ref049]\] also described a within-year increase in IPI for doublet song of approximately 2.6 s from August to January for fin whales off British Columbia in 2010--2011.

Oleson et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref041]\] hypothesized that the within-year IPI trends might be linked to reproductive hormonal activity, and posited that a shorter IPI can be considered equivalent to a greater calling rate and therefore evidence for increased male fitness either as a mate attractant or to mediate male-male assessment. Either (or both) of these motivators could result in a lower call rate later in the season and the argument presented by those authors is intriguing and well supported by examples from other taxa. It does not help explain, however, the decrease in frequency and overall increase in IPI or the emergence of a second song type in our data. In doublet songs, the IPIs were necessarily decreased and did not change seasonally from the 2010--2011 calling season onwards. It may be that there is a fitness tradeoff between the center frequency of a signal and its repetition rate. For instance, if it is energetically more expensive for fin whales to call at a lower frequency, animals might call less often, thus increasing their IPI. Conversely, calling more often might require producing sounds at a higher frequency. Without further knowledge of the behavioral ecology of fin whales, the hypothesis attributing seasonal changes in note characteristics to reproductive activity cannot entirely explain the longer-term trends that we observed. These trends over longer time scales might reflect acoustic behaviors that are spread geographically throughout the region.

Thompson et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref020]\] were the first to aggregate 20-Hz pulse characteristics from around the globe to highlight the potential for geographic variation in fin whale calls. Hatch \[[@pone.0186127.ref060]\] examined acoustic and genetic data from fin whales from several sites in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, and found significant regional acoustical differences in call characteristics. Our timeline overlaps with that of the Oleson \[[@pone.0186127.ref041]\] study during 2005--2006, although the instruments they used were far from our study (the Bering Sea and off Hawaii). The IPIs they reported during that time period were between \~25--35 s which is not substantially different from our results from the Axial dataset over the same time period (24.5--30.5 s).

Our study illustrates that if song characteristics are going to be used for determining population structure in fin whales, then long term, decadal-scale data need to be considered, or lacking this, data from the same months and the same year should be compared to avoid potentially identifying populations as acoustically distinct when they are not \[[@pone.0186127.ref041]\]. Additionally, instrument locations need to be sufficiently dense in order to capture geographic variations and difference between these and temporal changes, which occur simultaneously and could otherwise be difficult to distinguish. For instance, the median "long" IPIs from December 2000 and February 2001 from southern California, Hawaii and the Bering Sea were all different \[[@pone.0186127.ref041]\]; whether these differences are robust enough to delineate populations will require more data.

The results from our geographic analysis of the 2011--2012 data show that there was a significantly lower singlet song IPI at the northern stations than at the southern stations in the network although doublet song IPI remained the same across the same boundary. The two middle latitude locations (CI-J06A and CI-J23A) show both types of singlet IPI (short and long). Off the northwest coast of Vancouver Island \[[@pone.0186127.ref049]\], both singlet and doublet songs were observed in 2010--2011, with average doublet IPIs of 12.9 s and 17.3s, which is consistent with IPIs observed in our study. IPIs between consecutive lower frequency notes (which we refer to as A notes) was 28.8 s \[[@pone.0186127.ref049]\]. Although the study location was at a slightly higher latitude (\~50°N), and in coastal waters (\~105 m water depth), the singlet song IPI was similar to the singlet A song IPIs observed in our higher latitude data. The distinct shift in singlet A note IPI is interesting since it reveals a difference in song characteristics between the northern and southern portions of our experiment region, which may be evidence of two acoustically distinct groups of fin whales \[[@pone.0186127.ref037]\].

The 2007--2009 comparison between the COLZA and Axial sites allowed us to explore frequency and IPI at locations with similar latitude, but differences in proximity to the coast. The frequency and IPI are statistically indistinguishable between the two sites consistent with a single acoustic population. It would be informative to look at frequency characteristics of both singlet and doublet calls across a broader geographic area and over multiple years to determine how consistent the calling characteristics are both spatially and temporally.

The two types of shifts in our dataset--a gradual shift in IPI and frequency, and a more distinct shift from one calling pattern to another--could hypothetically be a result of cultural transmission. Boyd and Richardson \[[@pone.0186127.ref061]\] define culture as "information or behavior acquired from conspecifics through some form of social learning". One way of studying animal culture is by observing behavioral change patterns in wild populations where the animals' genetics or environment are not clear causes \[[@pone.0186127.ref062]\]. Cultural transmission has been observed in cetaceans \[[@pone.0186127.ref027],[@pone.0186127.ref029],[@pone.0186127.ref063],[@pone.0186127.ref064]\], but also in terrestrial animals such as frogs \[[@pone.0186127.ref065]\], bats \[[@pone.0186127.ref066]\], and birds \[[@pone.0186127.ref067]--[@pone.0186127.ref069]\].

It is difficult to determine the causes of the decadal-scale variations observed here because we have a very limited understanding of the underlying population structure of fin whales. We can only speculate based on what we know about fin whale distributions and migratory movements, as well as what has been observed in other species, both marine and terrestrial. Payne and Webb \[[@pone.0186127.ref070]\] suggested that fin whales might maintain acoustic contact over great distances and this ability allows them to be unconstrained by geography with regards to potential breeding aggregations. In this way, whales from different North Pacific populations could potentially interact on regions of high secondary productivity and possibly exchange or, as suggested by Oleson \[[@pone.0186127.ref041]\], synchronized song types. Several populations of marine mammals have been observed to adopt a new song type after encountering even a small number of 'foreign' singers. For example, Noad et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref029]\] describe humpback whales off the Australian east coast gradually adopting song originating from humpback whales off the Australian west coast over a period of three years. Over an 11-year observation time, several humpback whale song types in the western and central South Pacific were observed to transmit uni-directionally across multiple populations from east to west \[[@pone.0186127.ref027]\]. Stafford and Moore \[[@pone.0186127.ref071]\] observed a blue whale in the Gulf of Alaska that produced a song that combined features of both the eastern and western north Pacific blue whale populations, suggesting that blue whales can mimic each other's calls. Resident killer whales observed off the coast of British Columbia showed evidence of a gradual shift in one of the two call types studied over a duration of 13 years \[[@pone.0186127.ref063]\]. The authors hypothesized that it might be evidence of cultural drift in the call structure, combined with transmission of the new call characteristics between members of the population.

In order to test the hypothesis that fin whale vocalizations are undergoing cultural transmission, it would be necessary to continue to simultaneously explore more data from sufficiently dense networks covering wide regions over long time periods. Mizroch et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref072]\] suggest that there are two subpopulations of fin whales in the North Pacific Ocean: one western and one eastern. At least a subset of these are believed to mingle on the northern summertime feeding grounds, which would potentially allow them the opportunity to meet and exchange song types. It would be interesting to explore and compare long term calling characteristics from non-migratory populations, such as from the Gulf of California \[[@pone.0186127.ref073]\], or the East China Sea \[[@pone.0186127.ref074]\] where we would expect that calling characteristics would evolve separately. Reliably linking acoustic observations to cultural transmission would require a much more thorough understanding of the underlying geographic population structure, behavioral ecology, and migratory patterns of the animals being studied. It would also be informative to look at whether long-term trends in frequency and IPI are observed in other ocean basins around the world.

Analysis limitations {#sec016}
--------------------

One of the sources of uncertainty arises from the CI dataset. All of the instruments in that network had a sample rate of 50 Hz, and an effective upper frequency limit at \~23.5 Hz. Although a large portion of even the higher frequency notes were lower than this, the weighted frequency estimation was biased by the lack of signal above that point. Although having access to higher frequencies could change the result slightly, it is not expected to have a significant impact on the final conclusions as shown by our methods verification where we limited the bandwidth of signals that had higher sample rates to determine what might be missed in our analysis.

To express the variability of monthly estimates of IPI and frequency derived from two-dimensional histograms, we used standard error, where standard deviations in the measurements were scaled by the number of sequences in the corresponding month. This was based on the assumption that each sequence was produced by a different animal, and were therefore independent samples. A more conservative estimate of the number of independent variables would be to use the number of days containing sequences, rather than the number of sequences. If multiple sequences occurred during a given day, those sequences might have been produced by a single animal. When this alternate method of estimating the number of independent samples is used, estimates of standard error increase by a factor of approximately two. This does not affect the interpretation of any of the reported results, but is worth considering. The true number of independent samples is likely bracketed by the number of songs in one month, and the number of days with recorded songs.

The definition of IPI used in this analysis was chosen partially based on convention, and also because it was a straightforward computation. It might be beneficial in future work to compute inter-note interval, that is, the time between successive notes of the same frequency. However, exploring patterns in this way allowed us to easily explore the relationship between frequency and IPI without making prior assumptions. Notes of a particular frequency tended to follow a particular IPI, giving rise to the distinct groupings described here.

In this paper we describe broad patterns in both frequency and IPI for fin whale songs over a decade. Previous research based on more temporally and spatially focused datasets has revealed finer nuances in these parameters. From an in-depth analysis of call types observed at the Endeavour Segment location, four dominant note types were described in terms of both frequency and IPI, and these call types were linked to swimming behavior over an entire year \[[@pone.0186127.ref050]\]. That study used the same data we used from KENE for the 2003--2004 singing season and reported slightly different frequency and IPI patterns. They described three distinct song types, along with a category of mixed or irregular song types that occurred in months outside of this study. The most commonly observed song type had a dominant IPI peak at 24 s (similar to this study) and a smaller secondary peak at 30 s. Our methodology focused on the more dominant note types, and was not sensitive to the subtler shifts described by Soule et al. \[[@pone.0186127.ref050]\]. Future work might benefit from a more detailed examination of those notes that occur less frequently.

Conclusions {#sec017}
===========

The use of calling characteristics to define distinct sub-populations for conservation purposes is more complicated for fin whales than previously believed. There is some evidence indicating that in addition to long term shifts in both frequency and IPI, there are also subtle shifts across the region, in particular for the singlet A note songs. Future studies will need to take into account the potential for both spatial and temporal variability when planning surveys and when interpreting the resulting data.

Future work in the exploration of fin whale IPI and frequency patterns would benefit from the analysis of additional stations both spatially and temporally. The Cascadia Initiative Experiment \[[@pone.0186127.ref048]\] consisted of around 70 instruments deployed from 2011--2015 off the west coast of Canada and the US. The scope of this study focused on a specific set of five of those instruments deployed for the first year of the experiment. Based on our findings, we suggest that further exploration of this valuable open source dataset would help to better understand geographic variations in calling in this region. Additionally, data from the Regional Scale Nodes \[[@pone.0186127.ref075]\] and Ocean Networks Canada Neptune \[[@pone.0186127.ref076]\] cabled observatories already provide several years of ongoing recordings that should also be mined to explore long-term trends.

It would also be useful to conduct similar exploration of recordings in different ocean basins. Seismic instruments such as those used in this study have been deployed in networks around the world and the data from many of these are also openly available. From 2001 to 2015 United States Ocean Bottom Seismograph Instrument Pool (OBSIP) has supported over 750 OBS deployments longer than 250 days and this data is openly available from the IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology) Data Management Center. There are also substantial fleets of OBSs operated by Japan and several European countries that could potentially be explored. OBSs deployed for long durations typically have sampling rates of 50 Hz to 100 Hz, but with improvements in technology higher frequencies are becoming increasingly feasible.
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